Correlations between neonatal body weight and adolescent brain development in rats.
Correlations between neonatal body weight, and body weight and several brain parameters at 30 days of age were studied in normal rats. At 30 days ('adolescence') cortex has already reached its final thickness and the rat exhibits long-term memory. Brain parameters included cerebral weight, DNA, protein and cholesterol contents and densities, as well as cortical and cerebral dimensions (cerebral sections). As expected, most of these parameters in 30-day-old animals were significantly correlated with each other. Unexpectedly, neonatal body weight was also significantly correlated with cholesterol content and density at 30 days, as well as with cortical and cerebral dimensions at 30 days. Thus, statistically, neonatal body weight already predetermines the extent of neuronal (cerebral) development at adolescence (30 days). This finding also makes it possible to make at birth statistical predictions about future brain development without having to sacrifice neonatal animals.